
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Where do Dowsing  

Answers Come From?  
Saturday May 6, 2 pm 

(doors open at 1:30) 
 

Are answers coming from you or the tool? 
Do they come from some part of 
ourselves such as a Higher Self, past or 
future life or from our unconscious or 
subconscious minds? Or do the answers 
come from the Superconscious Akashic 
records? Do answers come from 
something that exists outside of our 
beings – from “Ascended Masters” or from 
Angels or Ghosts of even from Aliens? 
Let’s find out together, because if we don’t 
know where the answers come from, how 
can we trust them? Susan has developed 
dowsing protocols and test questions to 
help you know the source of your dowsed 
information. 
. 

Location: Community Room (Upstairs) Admin 

Building,Town Center Shopping Mall, Corte 
Madera, California 
Donation: ASD members $5, Nonmembers $7 
Information: Karen (415) 823-9148 

dowserina@earthlink.net 

Susan Collins is an internationally acclaimed dowsing teacher, keynote speaker and 

workshop leader. She uses traditional dowsing tools as well as the power of heart and thought 
to detect and transform non-beneficial Earth, Environmental, Psychic and Other energy 
patterns.  She has presented at a variety of international and regional conferences across North 
America, the United Kingdom, Italy, Japan and in the Middle East. Susan has a dynamic, global 
consulting practice and is the author of a successful series of books on dowsing techniques. 
. 
Canadian Society of Dowsers    Dowser of the Year – 2006 Susan Collins 

www.dowser.ca 

www.InternationalDowsers.org 

Soul Retrieval 

With Dowsing  
May 7, 11 - 4  pm 

 
Do you sometimes feel like a piece of your 
Self is missing? Or have trouble making 
connections with people? Dowsing is an 
easy way to access your subconscious to 
find the root cause of things that trouble 
you. Bring your Soul back into balance 
using techniques that are easy to learn 
and always available. We’ll discuss how to 
repair soul damage as well as create safe 
boundaries and psychic protection. 
Discover your true purpose, and integrate 
it with your human experience. Don’t worry 
if you’ve never asked these questions 
before – Susan will guide you through a 
gentle process that can provide answers to 
the questions you haven’t been able to 
answer.  
. 

Location: Golden Gate Heights,  
          San Francisco. Easy parking! 
          (exact location provided on registration) 

Cost: Early Bird (By April 22): $55      
           At the door: $65 
Register Now www.dowser.ca/course.html 
Information: Susan susan@dowser.ca   
Karen (415) 823-9148 dowserina@earthlink.net 
 

Golden Gate Dowsers 
presents 

Internationally acclaimed Professional Dowser 

Susan Collins 
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